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Boxed Edge Sign - Worker 1200 x
900mm

Product Images

Short Description

This 1200 mm x 900 mm Workmen sign features a worker with shovel icon on a safety orange background,
and is printed on Class 1 Reflective material. With a strong boxed edge, it offers extra strength and stability in
traffic and roadwork applications.

Description

With a strong, lightweight aluminium construction, this sign clearly indicates Workmen Ahead with an
immediately recognisable black image on high contrast safety orange. At 1200mm x 900mm, this sign is also
available in 900 mm x 600 mm for extra visibility.
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This sign is ideal for roadworks, construction, traffic and civil works where motorists need to be alerted to
upcoming roadworks and the presence of workers close to passing traffic. Made from durable Class 1
Reflective material, this Workmen sign offers long-range visibility day or night and helps to minimise traffic
disruption during roadworks.

A boxed edge offers extra stability in tough environments. Jaybro carries a wide range of safety, construction,
directional and traffic signs and we have over 9000 road signs in stock at all times. This sign is also available
as a free-standing swing stand sign measuring either 900 mm x 600 mm or 1200 mm x 900 mm with a yellow
powdercoated steel tube stand.

Complementary messages such as Night Roadwork Ahead, Traffic Changes Ahead and End Roadwork are
also available to ensure minimal disruption to traffic flow and ensure hazards are minimised and motorists
are alert around your work site. If you require a custom made roadwork or workmen message sign, Jaybro is
a leader in custom printed Class 1 Reflective signage that complies with day and night visibility requirements.
Contact our customer service team for more information on custom orders.

Additional Information

CODE T1-5B

U.O.M Each

Legend Style Symbol

Arrow Direction No Arrow

Height 900 mm
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